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dr. Dana Fisher found
that in spring 2019, fall
2019, and spring 2020,
about 2/3 of climate
strike organizers in the
U.S. identified as women

*data from Spring climate strike,
global climate strike, earth day
live
source: fisher & nasrin. 2021.
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why is climate why is climate why is climate
change a feminist change a feminist change a feminist

issue? issue? issue?

"There's a solid base of
evidence showing that women
are disproportionately
vulnerable to climate
change, not because there is
something inherently
vulnerable about women, but
because of socio-cultural
structures that deprive
women of access to
resources, decision-making,
information, agency, etc."
- Marina Andrijevic, Climate
Analytics research analyst
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powerful powerful powerful
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80% of people displaced by
climate change effects are
women (united nations)

women are more likely to
suffer food insecurity as a
result of climate change
effects (global gender and
climate alliance)

only 0.2% of all
philanthropic giving is
provided to environmental
programs that focus on
women (Our Voices, Our
Environment 2018)

"studies have found that
countries with higher
proportions of women in
parliament (or equivalent
government bodies) are more
likely to ratify international
environmental treaties, to
create protected land areas,
and to have stricter climate
change policies"

- why captain planet should have
been a woman by christina kwauk

studies: Norgaard & york 2005,
Nugent & Shandra 2009,
Mavisakalyan & Tarverdi 2018

https://climateanalytics.org/about-us/team/marina-andrijevic/

